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which incarnates the corporeal to corpse, by exploring the imertextual affect of
fleshly writing.

Open the so-called body and spread out all its surfaces: not only the skin

with each of its folds, wrinkles, with its great velvety plains, and con

tiguous to that, the scalp and its mane of hair, the tender pubic fur,

nipples, nails ... the light frills of the eyelids, set with lashes - but open

and spread, expose the labia majora, so also the labia minora with their

blue network, bathed in mucous, dilate the diaphragm of the anal

sphincter, longitudinally cut and flatten out the black conduit of the

rectum, then the colon, then the caecum, now a ribbon with its surfaces

all striated ... ; as though your dress-maker's scissors were opening the

leg of an old pair of trousers, go on, expose the small intestines' alleged

interior ... ; armed with scalpels and tweezers, dismantle and layout the

bundles and bodies of the encephalon; and then the whole network of

veins and arteries ... the lymphatic network, and the fine bony pieces of

the wrist, the ankle, take them apart and put them end to end with all the

layers of nerve tissue which surround the aqueous humours, and the cav

ernous body of the penis, and extract the great muscles, the great dorsal

nets, spread them out like smooth sleeping dolphins (Lyotard 1993: 1).

So begins Jean-Francois Lyotard's Libidinal Economy. But how are
we to engage with, understand, or respond to, this repugnant yet com
pelling image of what at first glance appears to be a graphic account of
dissection or corporeal mutilation? Perhaps more importantly, what
would we expect to dis-cover if we carried out Lyotard's bidding? In
peeling away the skin, the membranes, the muscles, would the specula
tive gaze render transparent the essence of the body or the subject who
supposedly animates it?

In a paper entitled 'Psychodynamic Implications of Tattoos', pub
lished in the American Journal of Orthopsychiatry in 1983, Gerald
Gromet, whose aim is to finetune the clinical task of 'dermal diagnosis',
Claims that 'the human flesh has proven itself a suitable canvas on
'Which to portray psychologically relevant themes' (1983: 487). The task
of the dermal diagnostician, at least as Grumet sees it, is to interpret
images of 'self-mutilation' - whether they be scars, burns, cuts, or tat
toos l

- as signs of a psychological disorder which compels the subject
to disfigure his or her body. This task is characterised by a movement
from surface to depth; from a focus on the image of disfiguration to its

he dermagraphic focus on the mark offleshly disfiguration as an index
to the truth ofthe subject, is apparent in many psychological theses on
bodily inscription. In such works the s.car, ~ut, tattoo,. ar~ read as

images ofself-mutilation; as signs ofa psychologIcal dIsorder whIch ,"!pels the
subject to disfigure the body. The skin, according to this model, functwn~ as a
communicative border between inside and outside, on which psychologually
relevant themes are portrayed. Consequently, the role of the dermal diagnosti
cian is characterised by a movement from surface to depth; from afocus on the
image ofdisfiguration, to the disorder which 'causes'it. In effect, such analy
ses involve a movement from the material to the immaterial, from the fleshly to
the conceptual. The body comes to matter only in so far as its matter or mate
riality is veiled over in and through the clinical extraction of abstract and

essentially immaterial 'truths'. . .,
This essay critically analyses the unquestioned assumptwns whIch tnform

such theses and argues that they problematically reduce the other to an
Economy of the Same. Drawing on the work of Lyotard - in part.icul~r the
notion offiguration as that which affects both the articulation and dtS~rttcu.~

tion ofmeaning - I demonstrate that the matter of the body mauers Since It lS

this which complicates any attempt to fix the fleshly image, and allows a con
sideration of the duplicity ofbodily inscription. Thus this paper endeavours to
move beyond the limitations of dermagraphism which, as Didi-Huberman
claims, produces a sentence which controls the destiny ofthe marked other and
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